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Description 

This class is a combination of a case study and the technical workflow that can be repeated on 
projects of all types. We will provide an in-depth review of how we are pushing the envelope of 
3D laser scanning on a large commercial project in San Francisco with one of the city's most 
prominent builders. On this project we took what started as a contractual obligation for the 
contractor to provide 3D laser-scan data to the owner for as-built documentation of post-tension 
cables and turned it into a risk mitigation and tremendous value-adding effort for the contractor. 
Our team has perfected an overnight workflow previously viewed as "impossible" by many in the 
industry, enabling us to laser scan each deck the day before the concrete pour, process/register 
the scans, compare them to the intelligent models, and provide clear and actionable drawings to 
the field team showing them where embeds, blockouts, and MEPs are out of tolerance, all in 
less than 24 hours and before concrete placement. 
 

Learning Objectives 

• Learn a repeatable workflow: 3D laser scan, register, compare to BIM model, and 
produce actionable drawings in less than 24 hours  

o Understand the step-by-step technical workflow required for 
implementation. 

o Recognize the challenges and logistics necessary for success. 
• Learn how to mitigate contractor risk and project delays by harnessing 3D laser 

scan data in new ways. 
• Learn how to save your projects potentially hundreds of thousands of dollars spent 

on incorrect embeds, concrete forms, MEP inserts, and more.  
• Learn about adopting available software designed to assist with the automatic 

comparison of 3D laser scans to the BIM models 
• Be able to sell this repeatable process to contractors & owners.  
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Speakers  

 
Shane Saltzgiver 
VEC – Virtual Engineering & Construction 
CEO | Founder 
 
Throughout his 15 year career, Mr. Saltzgiver gained broad construction experience 

during his time spent in Project Management, complementing his mission when he 

founded the AEC technology solutions company, VEC "Virtual Engineering & 

Construction." His diverse project experience includes large-scale aviation, 

transportation and infrastructure projects, the first Public-Private-Partnership (P3) in California, as well as 

vertical construction projects ranging from high rises in downtown San Francisco to high-end tech projects 

in Silicon Valley for clients such as Google and Facebook. He has extensive experience in BIM / VDC 

applications and solving complex engineering and construction problems through innovative technology 

solutions. Shane encourages the VEC team to continuously Challenge the Status Quo, so we can push 

ourselves, our clients, and the AEC industry to achieve unprecedented success through technology 

solutions. 

 
 

Leo Castillo 
VEC – Virtual Engineering & Construction 
Director of Reality Capture 
 

Throughout his 18 year career, Mr. Castillo has been at the forefront of developing 

3D design, 3D survey, and 3D construction workflows to benefit project coordination, 

risk management, and cost control. His diverse experience includes large-scale 

transportation and master planning efforts, and local community improvement 

projects. He has extensive experience in 3D & Reality Capture services including BIM, High-Definition 

Scanning, GIS, & UAV Mapping & Surveying. 

 

 

James Shimamoto 
Webcor  
Project Manager 
 

Project manager/estimator and licensed CA professional civil engineer in the 

structural concrete division of a large California-based general contractor. Concrete 

projects include: high-rise residential (50+ stories), CIP parking garages, structural 

steel office buildings, CIP hotels, and full design-build public works. Experienced with 

Autodesk projects, but not using regularly in current role. Actively involved in using 

3D laser scanning in conjunction with Revit to perform quality control and accuracy of formed and cast-in 

components of concrete structures. 
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Outline 
 

Section 1: Start with Why  

1. Idea Inception  

2. The Problem we Wanted to Solve 

3. The Value 

Section 2: Case Study 

1. Getting Started 

2. Project: UCSF Block 33 - San Francisco, CA  

3. High Density Scanning Applications 

a. Contractual Obligation: Post-Tension Cable Documentation 

b. Value Adder 1: Overnight Comparison of Scan Data to Structural BIM  

c. Value Adder 2: Scan and Compare the MEP Systems in the Interstitial Space 

4. Criteria for the Overnight Comparison 

a. What did we compare and report?  

b. What were the acceptable deviation tolerances?  

c. How did the contractor respond to the deviations reported?  

d. How did we ensure the comparison data was actionable? 

e. Comparison Drawing Examples 

5. The Results 

a. What deviations did we find and report prior to concrete placement?  

b. Significant Findings 

c. What does this equate to in cost and time savings?  

i. Direct Cost Impact 

ii. Indirect Cost Impact 

iii. Graph Comparing Actual Cost VS Hypothetical Cost Savings 

d. Additional mitigated risk that was unplanned  

e. Improved QA/QC through the immediate feedback loop  

Section 3: Technical Workflow 

1. Our Tool Belt 

2. Connecting our Global Team 

3. 24 Hour Breakdown 

4. Developing the Survey and Scanning Plan 

5. Preparing the Structural Concrete BIM model for Comparison 

6. Setting up the cloud BIM 360 Design “Comparison” Tool 

7. Setting up an On-site Workstation 

8. Testing the Theory Before Implementation 

9. Establishing Communication Protocol between Team Members 

10. Scan Day – 24 Hour Countdown Begins 
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11. Comparison of the Scan to the Structural BIM Model 

a. Automation 

b. Manual 

12. The Comparison Deliverable – 2D 

13. Final 3D Deliverable 

Section 4: Challenges, Lessons Learned, and Refining the Workflow 

1. Moments of Failure 

2. Improved Workflow – Embed Paint 

3. Technology Hurdles 

4. Never Compromise the Contractual Obligation of the Client to the Owner 

5. If Comparing MEP’s… make sure you have the current models 

6. Team Support… no one said this was going to be easy 

Section 5: What’s Next? 

1. Drone Exploration 

2. Defining the Ideal Applications for each Scanner 

3. Find and Test Other Automation Tools 

4. Spreading the Word 

Section 6: Closing Remarks 
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SECTION 1: Start with Why          

Idea Inception 

This concept was created by recognizing a way to improve the common practice implementation 
of High Density Scanning (HDS). The “light bulb moment” happened during a conversation with 
the general contractor on one of our airport terminal projects. They were scanning each deck of 
the new terminal the day prior to concrete placement and our team was independently scanning 
underground electrical conduit systems at each of the primary electrical rooms for the electrical 
contractor. The difference between our objectives was that they were utilizing the scan data as 
a future reference to see where rebar, MEP systems, embeds, etc. were located within the 
poured concrete. We were utilizing our scan data to provide a comparison to the electrical BIM 
model conduit system prior to backfill and concrete placement to inform the field team of any 
deviations that needed to be corrected by means of a simple 2D overlay drawing. Our turn-
around time was a few days as this was not a time sensitive operation.  
 

 
 

 

 
The Problem we Wanted to Solve 

Is it possible to develop a workflow to laser scan the day prior to concrete placement, process 
and register the scan data, compare the registered scan to the BIM model, and deliver a 2D 
actionable drawing to the construction field team by 6am the following day showing deviations 
between the model and installed conditions for any building components of their choice? 
 

The Value 

If this is achievable it would reduce costly rework which often accounts for 5% of the total 
construction contract on projects, and that is only the direct cost. Google search “cost of rework” 
and you will find many studies and articles to support this. The indirect cost can be just as large 
bringing this total to around 10% according to some studies. On a $100M project we are talking 
about $10M in potential rework cost, so if we can reduce that by even 10% through this effort 
that will equate to a $1M savings, and the cost to implement this would be a small fraction of the 
potential savings. Beyond the cost savings this will also improve the quality of the project. 

One afternoon a GC team member sat down next to me with his 
laptop open and showed me an image of a point cloud from one 
of their deck scans overlaid with the electrical BIM model and 
pointed to a location where a conduit stub-up was installed about 
12” off from the model. “Look, the conduit is installed incorrectly.” 
I thanked him for pointing this out then asked why they did not 
inform the team of this prior to concrete placement when the 
issue could have been corrected in less than 10 minutes. If it is 
determined this is out of tolerance the conduit will need to be 
abandoned, remodeled and re-coordinated, then reinstalled 
overhead. He looked at me as if I was crazy and said “what do 
you mean? No one turns around scan data that fast!” I walked 
out and called our Director of Reality Capture and the 
brainstorming session began… 
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SECTION 2: Case Study 

Getting Started 

We completed our thorough analysis of the problem we wanted to solve and developed the 
theoretical workflow so now we needed a project to implement it on. I was at an event with 
James, Webcor, and we were discussing the project he had just started. He explained that they 
had a contractual obligation to turn over laser scan data to the owner documenting the location 
of post-tension (PT) cables for their future use during building renovations. I asked him, what if 
we could satisfy your contractual obligation and turn this into a value adding effort that the 
contractor can benefit from without adding much additional cost or impacting the construction 
schedule? Instead of collecting all this data for the sole purpose of turning it over to the owner 
upon project completion, let’s harness the power of that data today to benefit the construction 
team. I explained our theory of the overnight comparison of the scan data to the BIM model for 
MEP systems, which intrigued him, but since he was managing the cast-in-place structural 
concrete operation he proposed that we focus on cast-in steel embeds, edge forms, blockouts, 
and the soffit deck form since historically these items account for a large volume of rework and 
risk on vertical projects. This scope seemed perfect since this was going to be our proof of 
concept for the overnight comparison. We were off and running…  
 
The Project: UCSF Block 33 – San Francisco, CA 

 
 

 

 

• Location: UC San Francisco  
Mission Bay East Campus Block 33 

• Use: New Center for Vision 
Neuroscience with ophthalmology 
clinics as well as teaching, 
research, conference, and 
administrative space for various 
UCSF units currently located at 
multiple sites.  

• Structure: The building consists of 
three wings: a 12-story tower, a 
five-story south wing and a three-
story north wing with a rooftop 
garden. Post-Tension Concrete.  

• Size: 343,000 SF 
• Project Delivery Method: Design-

Build / IPD 
• Architect: SmithGroupJJR 
• Contractor: Webcor 
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High Density Scanning Applications 

1. Contractual Obligation: Post-Tension (PT) Cable Documentation 
a. Scope: 

i. Scan each deck during normal working hours on the day reserved for 
scanning and inspection prior to the concrete pour. 

ii. Each lower deck will be scanned in three stages (three mobilizations), 
and each upper deck will be scanned in two stages (two mobilizations). 

iii. Set up scanner and targets as appropriate to acquire complete and 
accurate Post Tension Cable information. 

iv. All targets to be verified with and referenced in relation to Grid and/or 
survey information including elevation information. 

v. Scans to be delivered in PTX and RCP formats. 
vi. Scans to be colored for content as part of post processing. 
vii. Scans to be cleaned up to remove people, ladders, etc. 
viii. Competed scans to be provided to Webcor in a timely fashion (within 5 

days from scan date). 
ix. Capture 360° color images and at equally spaced intervals along each 

level of the concrete deck which can be used for capturing and 
documenting the conditions of construction at each location. 

 
2. Value Adder 1: Overnight Comparison of Scan Data to Structural BIM Model 

a. Scope: 
i. Develop an overlay drawing comparing the Structural BIM model to the 

as-built condition captured in the scans for the following: 
1. Cast-in steel embeds 
2. Edge form – concrete deck perimeter 
3. Concrete Blockouts for various systems 
4. Soffit deck form 

ii. Drawing to be delivered to the construction team by 6am the following 
morning identifying deviations between the model and as-built conditions. 

 
3. Value Adder 2: Scan the MEP Systems in the Interstitial Space below Level 1 Slab-on-

Grade and compare them to the MEP BIM models. 
a. Scope: 

i. High Density Scan the Interstitial Space and turn over RCP files. 
ii. Develop an overlay drawing comparing the Electrical and Plumbing BIM 

models to the as-built condition captured in the scans for the following: 
1. Electrical Conduit and Stub-ups 
2. Plumbing Pipe and Risers 

iii. Drawing to be delivered with 5 days. Not a time sensitive deliverable due 
to construction sequencing. 

 

The remainder of this document will focus on Value Adder 1, the Overnight Comparison 
for embeds and formwork since that was the primary focus on this project. The lessons 
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learned and workflow prescribed can be applied to nearly all concrete embedded 
elements as long as they are included in the BIM model and are able to be captured 
during the laser scanning operation. 

 

Criteria for the Overnight Comparison 

1. What did we compare and report in the overlay drawing? 
a. Cast-in steel embeds for: 

i. Curtainwall 
ii. Mechanical Duct 
iii. Canopy 
iv. Loading Dock Overhead Doors 
v. Medical Boom Supports 
vi. Operable Wall Support Beams 
vii. Metal Panel Rain Screen 
viii. Metal Stairs 
ix. Miscellaneous other systems as needed  

b. Edge form – concrete deck perimeter 
c. Concrete Blockouts for various systems 
d. Soffit deck form 

 

Picture Taken  at Block 33 Site During Scan Day 
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2. What were the acceptable deviation tolerances?  

Initially we were reporting any deviation ½” and greater, but after a few comparisons 
Webcor changed this to 1” and greater. Webcor would assess each deviation reported 
and determine if it was acceptable. Some embeds are more critical than others and 
require more precision, such as for medical booms, where others will have a higher 
tolerance. 

3. How did the contractor respond to the deviations reported? 

Once Webcor received the comparison drawing by 6am on the morning of the concrete 
pour they would review the drawing, note any deviations beyond acceptable tolerance, 
then take the drawing into the field and inspect each of these items. Prior to modifying 
anything they would field verify the reported deviation by double checking the 
measurements reported in the comparison. Any deviation that was out of tolerance was 
corrected prior to concrete placement.  

4. How did we ensure the comparison data was actionable by the construction field 
team? 

One of the biggest complaints we routinely hear on projects is that contractors and 
engineers did not recognize much value from the laser scanning effort. This is usually 
not due to inadequate data collected, but rather inadequately delivering the data in a 
usable format by the client. Turning over a few hundred gigs of point cloud scans is 
unusable to many clients and can be overwhelming for them to even know where to 
start.  

Our goal with the overnight comparison was to deliver a simple 2D PDF drawing so that 
anyone on the construction team could open and review it, then take immediate action. 
We did not transmit the point cloud data along with the drawing as it was not needed for 
them to act. This also allowed our team to focus on identifying and reporting deviations 
opposed to preparing the point cloud for delivery to the client. 

5. Comparison Drawing Examples (full sheet examples at the end of the handout): 
 

a. Snapshot of Overall Deck 
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b. Detail Callouts 
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The Results 

1. What deviations did we find and report prior to concrete placement? 

To date we have scanned and compared 11 of the 13 total building levels (decks). 

  
Summary of Deviations Found Between the Scan and BIM Model 

 Embeds Formwork 

Level  Area Missing 
Incorrect 

Size 

Deviation 

2" to 6"  

 Deviation 

> 6"  

Soffit  

> 1" 

Edge Form  

> 1" 

Blockout  

>1" 

2 

A 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 

B 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 

C 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

3 

A 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

B 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 

A 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 

B 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

C 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

5 

A 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 

B 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 

C 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

6 

A - - - - - - - 

B 2 3 2 0 0 1 0 

C 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

7 
A 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 
A 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 

B - - - - - - - 

9 
A 4 5 3 0 0 0 0 

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 
A 0 7 1 0 0 0 1 

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

11 
A 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Totals 8 40 17 9 0 5 7 
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A few comments on the reported deviations: 

a. Not all deviations identified required corrective action. The construction team 
would investigate each item and determine if the deviation is acceptable. Some 
reasons for acceptable deviations: 

i. Field conditions had changed that were not updated in the BIM model.  
1. Installing different size embeds due to design changes 
2. Adding or modifying blockouts 

ii. Deviation is within acceptable tolerance  
iii. BIM Model was missing the component or had additional components 

 
2. Significant Findings 

a. Medical Boom Steel Embed  
i. Location: Level 4 – Area C 
ii. Issue: Embed installed 30’ off in the adjacent bay.  
iii. Embed Size: 26”x26”x1.5”  
iv. Corrective Action: Embed moved to correct location prior to concrete 

placement 
b. Emergency Exit Stairwell Blockout Form and Embed 

i. Location: Level 10 – Area A 
ii. Issue: Edge Form and embed protruding 6” into stairwell 
iii. Embed Size: 4’-2” wide x 5” x 5” “L”  
iv. Corrective Action: Form and embed moved 6” to correct location prior to 

concrete placement 
c. Metal Panel Rain Screen Embed 

i. Location: Level 5 – Area C 
ii. Issue: Embed installed 18” off 
iii. Embed Size: 10”x10” 
iv. Corrective Action: Embed moved to correct location prior to concrete 

placement 

 
3. What does this equate to in cost and time savings?  

The highest value recognized from the comparison was finding cast-in steel embeds that 
were either missing or installed out of tolerance. There are hypothetical direct and 
indirect cost and time savings associated with these findings assuming that the 
deviations we found would not have been otherwise corrected prior to concrete 
placement. Direct cost savings are easier to quantify due to historical company and 
industry data. The indirect savings are more difficult to quantify so we have included a 
hypothetical scenario showing the chain reaction of events for missing or out of 
tolerance embeds.   

Direct Cost Impact 

a. When an embed is missed or installed out of tolerance the following sequence of 
events commonly occurs: 

i. Trade contractor proceeds to install the component that connects to the 
embed and finds it is missing or in the wrong location; notifies GC. 

ii. GC investigates the root cause (these vary by project): 
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1. Did the trade contractor provide the correct embed information to 
the GC when it was requested? 

2. Was the embed on-site, on-time, and the correct shape and size? 
3. Was the embed missed or incorrect in the BIM model and 

associated layout drawings provided to the installation team? 
4. Was outdated information used to install the embed? 

And so on….  

iii. The Engineering team is engaged to review the situation and provide a 
redesign to correct the issue. 

iv. GC receives direction to remedy the situation and proceeds with the 
rework. 

1. Material is fabricated, hopefully with a short lead time. 
2. The remedy can vary widely depending on the embed function 

and may involve concrete chipping and replacement to install the 
embed, drilling and anchoring into the concrete, etc… 

v. Trade contractor proceeds with their work now that embed is installed and 
submits back charge costs to GC if applicable.  

b. The direct cost of this effort varies by project type and the function of the embed. 
For this case study we are using the following estimated cost impacts: 

i. Minor impact:   $5,000 
ii. Moderate impact: $7,500 
iii. Major impact:  $10,000  

 
      Hypothetical Cost Savings 

 Embeds 

 Missing 
Incorrect 

Size 

Deviation 

2" to 6"  

 Deviation > 

6"  

Totals From Table Above 8 40 17 9 

Approx. % That Required Corrective 

Action 75% 15% 25% 50% 

Quantity That Required Corrective Action 6 6 4 5 

  

Quantity - Minor Impact 3 4 2 3 

Quantity - Moderate Impact 2 2 2 0 

Quantity - Major Impact 1 0 0 2 

  

Cost Savings - Minor - $5,000/EA  $      15,000   $      20,000   $      10,000   $      15,000  

Cost Savings - Moderate - $7,500/EA  $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   
Cost Savings - Major - $10,000/EA  $      10,000      $      20,000  

Subtotal Hypothetical Cost Savings:  $      40,000   $      35,000   $      25,000   $      35,000  

Total Hypothetical Cost Savings:  $   135,000     
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Indirect Cost Impact 

a. When it is discovered that an embed requires corrective action it is usually at the 
time of installing the systems that connect to the embed. In addition to the Direct 
Cost sequence of events above, there is another chain reaction of delays that is 
more difficult to quantify. For example, if curtain wall embeds require corrective 
action, then that portion of the curtain wall installation is put on hold which 
prevents the building envelope from being closed. Without the building envelope 
closed many of the successor interior phases cannot proceed. If these phases 
are on the critical path, then a recovery schedule is developed to get back on 
track which typically requires costly overtime and trade stacking. 

 

          Graph Comparing Cost VS Potential Cost Savings 

 
 

 
4. Additional Mitigated Risk that was Unplanned 

Once the construction team became familiar with the data that we were collecting the 
brainstorming sessions grew beyond the contract scanning and overnight comparison 
scope into how this data can be utilized in other ways. One area of risk on vertical 
structural concrete projects is deck to deck clearance after the forms are stripped and 
the decks are loaded with static and dynamic forces. Occasionally there are situations 
where the distance between finish floor of one level and the soffit of the level above does 
not meet the specified design height. This turns into finger pointing where the contractor 
is confident that they built the structure to the design specifications, and the engineer is 
confident that they designed the structure sufficiently to handle the expected loads. So, 
how do you prove who is correct?  
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When High Density Scanning is accurately and consistently deployed on every level 
during construction and properly tied to survey control, we can create a composite model 
linking all the scan data together to create a precise replica of the structure. We can see 
how it was formed, confirm that the rebar and PT cables were installed properly, and 
provide measurements at a few millimeters of accuracy between the deck soffits. This 
data can be used to confidently show that they did in fact build the structure to the 
design specifications and that the root cause of the issue is likely design related.  
 

5. Improved QA/QC through the Immediate Feedback Loop 

Another unquantifiable value adder during this effort was a reduction in embeds 
identified that deviated from the BIM model. On levels 2 through 6 we reported (22) 
embeds that had a deviation greater than 2” between the scan and model. On levels 7 
through 11 we only reported (4). We believe this is largely due to the immediate 
feedback loop through the overnight comparison. Typically on projects if an embed is 
missed or installed out of tolerance and it is not caught prior to concrete placement it 
does not get identified until the installation of the component that attaches to the embed, 
often many months later. With our immediate feedback loop through the overnight 
comparison the field team is notified prior to concrete placement with supporting data. 
Essentially, a report card is issued for every deck. This in turn improves QA/QC for 
future installations since the individual or team that is installing these components knows 
the scan to BIM comparison will identify the corrective action needed and the contractor 
will likely question them about the installation. Measure twice, install once… 

 

SECTION 3: Technical Workflow 

Our Tool Belt 
 
There is no “easy-button” to execute the workflow we conceptualized or achieve the results we 
set out to achieve. At the outset of this project we recognized there would be a lot of moving 
parts over and above the interactions between each company and the various team members. 
We set out to capture quality data, analyze it expertly, and turn over more than just data. We set 
out to deliver an answer to the Webcor Team. The answers that were needed required a well-
coordinated “dance” between various hardware and software programs. Below is a partial list of 
the primary hardware and software components we used:   
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Connecting Our Global Team 

The strengths of our team that gave us the confidence to attempt and execute this new workflow 
within the 24-hour timeframe required was the 24-hour global workforce we have established 
and trained to provide services around-the-clock. This is not a requirement, but if all the work is 
performed locally then multiple personnel shifts will be required.  

This project represented a unique departure from our usual projects which are typically operated 
from the controlled office environment. Given the extended duration of the project over a year, 
along with the dynamic and unpredictable nature of the construction environment, we decided 
that strong communication between the various teams was critical to our success and would 
enable everyone to move in lock-step.  

We established a real-time communication and file sharing system that would allow our onsite 
scanning teams, our office BIM specialists, and our remote model analysis teams to share 
information, give instructions, and refine the workflow to adapt to field conditions and schedule 
fluctuations. The following are some of the primary components that made up our digital cloud 
communication and file-sharing system: 

 

 

 

 

 

EQUIPMENT/PROGRAM FUNCTION 

Autodesk Point Layout Horizontal & Vertical Control Preparation Software 

Leica P40/P50 & RTC360 3D Laser Scanners 

Leica Cyclone & Register 360 Laser Scanning Registration Software 

Autodesk ReCap/Pro Point Cloud Conversion Software 

CloudCompare Point Cloud/Model Deviation Software 

Autodesk Revit 2017/2018 Deviation Analysis Document Preparation 

Teamviewer Remote Computing Platform 
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Collaboration and Planning with the Contractor  

When you are pioneering a new approach using technology it often takes numerous rounds of 
conversations, meetings, and white-board sessions to achieve alignment between stakeholders. 
We committed to investing as much time as was necessary to the upfront planning and 
brainstorming process to ensure that everyone clearly understood what their respective roles 
were and who was responsible for carrying the proverbial baton through the various stages to 
ensure a clean handoff between teams.  

We created the necessary opportunities to facilitate discussions with project directors, project 
managers, as well as field superintendents and construction teams to ensure all stakeholders 
were taken into account. The expectations from the journey we were all embarking on to 
establish a new process within a very established and reputable company had to be cemented 
before starting the work.  

If there were disconnects in expectations between team members, they had to be identified and 
resolved at the start. We asked a lot of questions to identify the biggest risks that could prevent 
us from hitting the mark.  

Once we understood risks and developed a plan to mitigate those risks, we asked ourselves: 
“Are we missing anything? Could we be doing more to add even more value efficiently?” 

Through the course of this scope definition phase we established, documented, and agreed on 
the following key items:  

1. How to integrate our process into the construction schedule without impact 
2. Acceptable tolerances for the comparison 
3. Deliverable expectations and format 
4. Reviewing survey and project coordinates 
5. Set the Contractor expectations and responsibilities 

 

EQUIPMENT/PROGRAM FUNCTION 

BIM 360 Design 
Distributed Model Editing and Sharing between Field, Office and 
Remote Users 

Teamviewer Remote and Field screen-sharing 

Slack Real-time communication and file sharing platform  

Box 
Drive cloud storage and Sync for automated file 
upload/downloads 

Gmail 
Cloud communication and transmittal of deliverables to Webcor 
Field Teams 
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24 Hour Breakdown 

Once the target was set, we moved to establish and document our procedure, gather our team 
members, assign roles and responsibilities, and distribute the plan of action and timeline for 
meeting the required deadline. 

 

TIMELINE ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 

2-Weeks Prior Layout and mark gridline offset dimensional control intersection points 

1-Week Prior Schedule scan date 1-week prior to scan date (48-hour minimum) 

3-Days Prior Confirm scan inspection date with Webcor Field Team  

2-Days Prior 
Verify control points have been received and is saved in the project directory with 
correct naming  

4-6am Day of 
Scan 

Mobilize to the site  

6-7am Offload and setup scanning equipment and stretch 

7am-3pm 3D Laser Scanning & Diagram setup/control locations  

3-5pm 
Transfer scan data to local workstation, breakdown, rollup and de-mobilize from 
project site. Notify remote processing team to login to remote workstation 

5-8pm Remote into remote workstation, process and register 3D laser scans 

8-10pm Export registered scans and import to Autodesk ReCap 

10pm-12am Upload ReCap point cloud to Box Sync folder and notify remote team 

12-4am 
Visually compare and review the model embed 3D elements against the laser 
scan and produce the comparison PDF  

4-5am Export the PDF and post to the team Slack channel for QA/QC and peer review  

5-6am Transmit to the Webcor Field Team  
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Developing the Survey and Scanning Plan 

1. Measure the scope space and establish a control point approximately every 5,000 sf. 
2. Due to the activity on the site, we used on average between 4-6 control points for each 

10,000 sf concrete pour area. 
3. Control points were selected to maintain centralized line-of-sight from each setup 

location (not always possible). 
4. Control points were also selected to avoid conflict between rods with PT cabling or 

embeds. 
5. As efficiency was gained as we went vertical, control points became less critical and 

were only captured in the last scan at the end of each mobilization. 
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Preparing the Structural Concrete BIM model for the Comparison 

While we were developing our workflow for the comparison we received the structural BIM 
model from the contractor and found that the embeds were 2D annotations opposed to 3D 
model elements. This would not allow us to perform the comparison to the scan so we 
requested the cut sheets for every embed in the first three levels and had our team create 
parametric Revit families for each embed type. We turned these over to the Field Engineer 
responsible for the BIM model and showed him how to place them in the model and adjust them 
using the built-in family parameters. Every team has unique backgrounds and experience with 
software so it is imperative to provide the necessary support to set the project up for success.   

Setting up the cloud BIM 360 Design “Comparison” model 

To guarantee that all team players would have access to the latest information by the time of the 
overnight comparison throughout the process, BIM 360 Design, formerly known as 
Collaboration for Revit (C4R), was chosen as our cloud-based collaboration environment. 

We configured the Team Hub for the project, bringing the structural BIM model to the cloud and 
providing access to the contractor’s BIM team. It is important that the contractor’s BIM team 
understands that the new model, located in the Hub, is the new source of truth and that all 
changes must be synced to it, with no exceptions.  

The structural modelers were responsible to ensure that all the embeds were modeled and 
ready for comparison prior to the scan day. 

Then we created a “Scan to BIM Comparison” Revit model and configured it for use during 
production of the comparison drawings. This model has the same shared coordinate system, 
and the Structural BIM Model was linked through BIM 360 Team. This setup enabled our 
comparison model to always have the latest structural content without the need to request 
updated models or upload and download through a file sharing platform such as Box.  

Setting up an On-site Workstation 

Saving any time possible was critical to giving us a factor of safety due to the extremely short 
24-hour turnaround time. There was little margin for error. We began the first scanning 
mobilizations with choosing to transport the data from the field to our office about 30-minutes 
from the jobsite. We quickly abandoned this plan when we ran into the unpredictability of traffic 
in a heavily urban area such as the San Francisco Bay Area. 

We quickly adapted and decided to shift our primary workflow to establishing a workstation 
onsite at the job trailer that we could setup and remote into and download, process and export 
the registered scans right onsite. We approached the Webcor team about this idea. They were 
very accommodating and willing to give us every advantage so we could establish a repeatable 
and stable process every step of the way.  

After some internet upload/download speed testing, hardware & software graphics card 
technology testing such as PCoIP, we decided on a remote desktop program called 
Teamviewer. Teamviewer is similar to the commonly used Windows Remote Desktop (RDP) 
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protocol enabling computer processing to be done on the local cpu while the graphical screen 
information is transmitted back to the remote user over the internet to see what they are doing 
on the local computer. With stable internet speeds the experience can be very seamless.  

Testing the Theory Before Implementation 

Our team is experienced and passionate about our work, however we are even more 
experienced in understanding that even the “best laid plans often go awry”. We were not content 
with simply establishing, communicating and implementing our plan without testing and refining 
our theory, and building our team’s and our customer’s confidence in the process by seeing 
results in action. 

We performed 3 cycles of testing with mixed results. Our first test was on the first-level slab-on-
grade which was technically outside our initial scope. The benefits of our testing came from 
reviewing the problems we experienced during startup of the project, understanding where the 
failures happened, and making changes in personnel, hardware, software and even the 
specifications of the project whenever necessary. Every discussion included the Webcor team, 
helping to further establish a strong working relationship between all team members. 

Establishing Communication Protocol Between Team Members 

The communication system we implemented required each team member to be responsible for 
communicating when they stared their portion of the work, completed their portion of the work, 
when they handed over responsibility to the next team member, and when the inevitable delays 
affected the project timeline. 

The HDS team leads were tasked with owning the lion’s share of communication that would flow 
to the rest of the office and remote teams. The HDS lead was responsible for communicating 
scheduling of the scanning mobilizations, deciding on the control points to lock down the 
horizontal and vertical position of the scans, as well as communicating changes and potential 
delays in the construction schedule. 

The BIM and Remote teams worked directly with the Webcor field teams to implement the 
model file-sharing on the BIM 360 cloud platform. Uneasy with only entrusting the artificial-
intelligence (AI) to communicate model changes or status, our BIM leads checked in regularly 
with the Webcor Field engineers to confirm when a model was fully populated and detailed with 
3D content to compare with the as-built 3D scan data. 

One of the clearest benefits of testing our method early in the project was to identify the things 
that could go wrong and establish contingency plans and workarounds to overcome problems 
and challenges along the way. 
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Scan Day – 24 Hour Countdown Begins 

       Original Scan Setup Locations             Scan/Control Setups after Gaining Efficiency 

 
Building on the timeline provided above, the following are the step-by-step procedures for the 
scanning process we employed. 

1. After arriving at the jobsite, offload gear and perform 
stretching exercises to improve performance and health 
during strenuous movement. 

2. Carry the scanning gear onto the exposed deck, assemble 
& level tripods, and calibrate rods. At this point the height 
(HI) of the rod from the bottom of the tip to the center of 
the target should be measured for each target rod and 
documented in the field book. 

3. Identify and locate suitable control points that are clear 
and unobstructed to setup targets onto and mark the 
control point number in the field book.  

Note: Due to the high level of activity often found on the deck 
due to ongoing construction work, a higher than normal level 
of error is anticipated and acceptable if the error is below the 
measured embed deviation tolerance required by the 
customer. 

Sample Annotations of Targets, Control 
Points and Measured Heights 
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4. Walk the scan area to visually identify the distribution of the PT cables and the locations 

of the steel embeds 
5. Spray paint the bottoms of the embeds with orange or green marking paint to make it 

more visible within the point cloud 
6. Attach the targets and rods to the outer walkway guardrails. These temporary targets will 

serve as the primary reference points to register all scans except for the last one or two 
high-resolution scans.  

Note: Leveling the temporary targets and noting their HI’s is preferred but not required as long 
as the targets are fixed and static. 

 
7. Begin scanning according to the scanning plan. Adjustments were made on a case-by-

case basis to account for locations of the installed embeds, the installed PT cabling, the 
activity on the deck and the optimal lines-of-site allowed by the installed column rebar 
cages. The resolution/time of most of the scans were approximately set at 1-minute 
scans. 

8. Prior to the final one or two scans, the measured and calibrated target tripods should be 
placed and leveled onto the suitable control points located at the start of the day. Care 
should be taken to ensure the rods are undisturbed or that vibration does not move it out 
of level. 

9. On the final one or two scans (depending on the size of the pour area being inspected), 
the resolution was increased to approximately 3-minute scans and the control point 
targets were acquired and recorded to the scan setup on the scanner. 
 

Suitable Control Point             Unsuitable Control Point 
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10. Demobilize and pack up scanning gear and store. 
11. Transfer the scan data from the scanner to a hi-speed USB drive or a mobile SSD 

storage drive unit. 
12. Insert the scan data into the scan processing workstation and notify the office processing 

team to remote in. 
13. Open Leica Cyclone and create a new database following a standardized naming 

convention and begin import of the scan data. 
14. Go through each scan setup and remove/crop unnecessary points in the control space 

to tighten the registration results later. Review the field book diagram and verify the 

Visual comparison of point spacing at different scan resolutions 
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temporary and control targets were acquired and named correctly and are contained 
within the control space of each scan. 

15. Register all scans and evaluate the resulting error values are below acceptable 
tolerance or 0.05-ft in our case.  

16. Apply control point file and register to control. Error values will likely increase, but verify 
the resulting error value is below the acceptable tolerance, or 0.08-ft in our case. 

 
17. Once final registration to control is complete and cropping of unnecessary points 

outside, above and below your focus scope area, begin export of registered point cloud 
to a non-unified format. Recommended non-unified point cloud formats in order of 
preference are listed below: 

a. PTX 
b. PTG 
c. E57 
d. XYZ 

 

Note: Non-unified format is preferred to unified/gridded point cloud formats to preserve the 
ability for analysis teams to enter into the panoramic scanner viewpoint which further enhances 
the ability to sight and verify the location of the embed and PT cabling locations. 
 

Registration Results without Control applied 

Registration Results after applying Control 
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18. Once the export is complete, open Autodesk Recap/Pro and save the Recap project file 
using standardized file naming convention. Select the exported file and begin import to 
Recap format.  

19. Once import is complete, set the units correctly and save the Recap file to the Box sync 
folder. 

 
Comparison of the Scan to the Structural BIM Model 

During the scanning operation and while the point 
cloud is processed some actions are taken to prepare 
the model to be compared to the point cloud. The area 
to be compared is exported from the Structural BIM 
Model in STL format [STL Exporter for Revit] with the 
units in meters (CloudCompare uses Meters) and by 
shared coordinates. Autodesk provides the STL 
exporter in the Autodesk Store. This STL file is a 
mesh file that will be used for the cloud-to-mesh 
comparison using CloudCompare. 

 

 

Non-Unified Point Cloud Import to Autodesk Recap 
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To guarantee we will have enough time to perform the comparison we accelerate the drawing 
production by setting up the floor plan views with the correct View Templates and creating the 
Sheets, making sure all information is correct and ready for the comparison. 

Once the Point Cloud is received by the Comparison Team, it is linked into the Revit 
Comparison Model. The team uses Recap, Revit, and Navisworks to navigate through the scan 
data, compare it to the model and annotate all found deviations. The diagram below shows the 
overall workflow used to perform the comparison. 

 

 

1. Automation 
a. Using CloudCompare, an open source project http://www.cloudcompare.org/, we 

can perform a Cloud-to-Mesh comparison. That allows us to report the soffit 
deviations and preliminarily check the embeds positioning with a color scale that 

Scan Data 
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shows us how close the points are to the mesh (The STL file that we exported 
from Revit). 

b. Cloud-to-Mesh step by step procedure: 
i. Export E57 Point Cloud from Recap and Import into CloudCompare 

 

ii. Import E57 and STL Mesh file exported from Revit into CloudCompare 
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iii. Unify Point Cloud if it is split in several scans 

 

iv. [OPTIONAL] Reduce the point cloud density 
v. Select the STL and the E57 and start the Cloud-to Mesh comparison tool 
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vi. Compute the values 

 

 

vii. Filter the unnecessary points 
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viii. Adjust Color Scale 
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ix. Apply Color to Point Cloud 
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x. Export E57  

 

 

 

xi. Create a new Recap Project 
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xii. Link Point Cloud into Revit By Shared Coordinates 

 

xiii. Adjust Point Cloud Scale in Revit to compensate US Survey Feet 
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c. Other Automation tools we have tested: 
i. We are in the process of testing other automation tools and will be 

providing an update during our AU Class Presentation. 
2. Manual Comparison 

a. Embeds, Blockouts, and Slab Edge Forms Comparison to Point Cloud 
b. To perform the comparison our team used multiple software that provided us with 

a variety of data formats, allowing us to double and even triple check all 
situations found. 

c. Recap 
i. All scans are delivered to the comparison team in RCP format. This 

allows the team to easily link the point cloud by Shared Coordinates in 
Revit. 
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ii. Recap is used directly to navigate smoothly through the point cloud and 
help visualize the point cloud with several display configurations and a 
user-friendly interface. 

 

iii. The Scan Real Views provides a visualization of the scan merged with 
the linked NWD model, providing a great way to check the placement of 
the embeds and identify or confirm missing elements or deviations. 
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d. Navisworks 
i. The Structural BIM Model is exported from Revit in NWC format and then 

converted to NWD to allow it to be linked into Recap. 

 

ii. Navisworks also provides the possibility to walk through the models with 
both the BIM model and point cloud active, providing another great option 
to confirm the identified issues. 

e. Revit 
i. The orthographic views, in addition to providing the best way to document 

and report all identified issues, provide a very clear and precise 
visualization of the model and allow the user to compare and take precise 
measurements.  
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ii. Our team checks every element, one-by-one, to ensure they were 
correctly placed on-site. 

iii. All deviations greater than 1” were annotated and reported to the site 
team. 

 
The Comparison Deliverable – 2D 

Two sheets were provided for each deck area. 

1. Comparison of the scan to BIM model for embeds, edge form, and blockouts. 
a. Overall Plan view of the area scanned overlaying the point cloud with the BIM 

model, including annotations and callouts of issues identified. 
b. Detail Callouts of the locations where issues were identified. 
c. Sections were also included when deviations of the slab edges were identified, or 

to clarify an embed deviation. 
2. Comparison of the scan to BIM model for the slab soffit. 

a. Overall Plan view of the area scanned with colorized point cloud. 
b. Color Scale for Point Distance to explain the color deviations reported. 

Examples of each of these drawings have been included at the end of the handout.  

 

Final 3D Deliverable 

In addition to the weekly contractual deliverable for the PT cable scans we will turn over the 
following at the end of the project: 

1. ReCap Non-Unified RCP Point Cloud files by Level   
2. Navisworks NWF with point clouds aligned to Revit model 
3. Leica Colorized TruView for measuring and markups   

 

SECTION 4: Challenges, Lessons Learned, and Refining the Workflow 

Moments of Failure 

Out of the (25) overnight comparisons completed to date, we were unsuccessful in delivering (2) 
of them. See the Technology Hurdles section below for the details. There were a few other 
instances where we delivered the comparison shortly after 6am, but it was still in time to review 
the deviations and implement any necessary changes before concrete placement.  

When we embarked on this journey we made sure to communicate to the contractor the many 
software, hardware, and personnel challenges that could prevent us from completing the 
overnight comparison by 6am. It was important to set the expectation that at times we may fail 
to deliver the comparison on-time, so our comparison must only be used as a secondary QA/QC 
check.  
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When we failed to provide the comparison, we owned it, apologized to the team, and refined our 
workflow to prevent this from happening again. 

Improved Workflow – Embed Paint 

As mentioned earlier in the case-study, we gained incredible efficiency by moving up the 
building, level-by-level, which allowed our field and processing teams to optimize the quantity 
and location of the field scanning. One of the simple but key techniques we employed was 
spray-painting the embeds to make them more visible, especially embeds buried in rebar. It was 
one extra step in the process that took additional time at the start of each mobilization, but it 
was well worth the time-savings we gained to reduce the setup quantity, locations and the 
resolution of each scan. This further reduced the time to import/export and process the scans 
since there was also a reduction in file sizes due to the ability to capture and view the embeds 
with less scans. The Webcor team also supported this effort with their summer interns. 

Technology Hurdles 

1. While Box business plans allow unlimited storage capacity in aggregate, there is a limit 
of 5GB for individual files uploaded. Given the tight 24-hour turnaround time, we had to 
closely monitor and ensure that the resolution and density of the registered scans did not 
exceed the 5GB file size limit and thereby prevent the scans from uploading to the Box 
folder and reaching our remote analysis teams. 

2. The stability of the connection between the onsite workstation and the remote 
processing teams was a key factor in the efficiency and speed at which our teams could 
process and register the scans for each cycle. At times when scanning was completed 
early, and the remote teams began processing scans during normal working hours, it 
became extremely inefficient for the remote operator to complete his work due to 
ongoing internet traffic that would happen at the jobsite trailer. When this would happen 
we learned to either allow processing to begin a little later in the day even if scanning 
had been completed early, or the data was always transported back to the office with the 
scanning team in the event the remote connection was lost completely. Only on one 
occasion when the jobsite trailer was relocated from offsite to onsite the project premises 
did our remote teams fail to completely connect to the remote workstation. 

3. We learned an invaluable lesson when we received our new Leica RTC360 3D laser 
scanner. We were scheduled to receive our scanner during the first batch of shipments 
after announcement of the scanner and we had intended to deploy the scanner for this 
project strongly believing we would gain significant time and cost savings from the new 
scanning and onsite registration workflows. Without properly performing extended 
testing to evaluate the new hardware and software, we immediately deployed the 
scanner and ran into software bugs that prevented us from successfully completing one 
of our mobilizations within the required 24-hour timeframe. We learned very quickly that 
new is not always better and that once you have an established workflow that is working, 
it is best not to change it unless you have taken proper steps to assess the benefits and 
possible unintended impacts of the change. 
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Never Compromise the Contractual Obligation of the Client to Owner 

It is important to never compromise the contractual obligation of the contractor to provide the 
scans of the PT cables to the owner. Even when we were unable to deliver the overnight 
comparison we ensured that we were able to turn over the scan data for the PT cable 
documentation.   

When Comparing MEP’s - make sure you have the current models 

Taking the overnight comparison beyond embeds and into MEP’s presents many new 
challenges since this content is created by multiple teams in multiple BIM models. When we 
compared the MEP’s in the Interstitial Space under Value Adder #2 it was challenging to ensure 
that we had the most up-to-date model from each trade since model revisions are common even 
after BIM Coordination sign-off. Develop a system to manage this data transfer and validation. 

Team Support - no one said this was going to be easy 

Throughout this ten-month journey there were multiple “high-stress” times when we had to 
support each other to meet the deadline. Sometimes this was moral support, and other times it 
was working through the night and into the next morning to get the job done. Remember “calm 
is contagious”, so don’t freak-out when it gets tough and be prepared to lend a hand when 
needed.  

 

SECTION 5: What’s Next? 

Drone Exploration 

Sparked by a LinkedIn conversation with a peer and getting a glimpse into how he is using 
drone imagery to verify embed installation on a macro level, we will be looking into potential 
applications for drone imagery data collection and comparisons in low-tolerance scenarios.  

Defining the Ideal Applications for each Scanner 

Currently the RTC360, BLK360 and the Leica P40/P50 series provides our HDS team with a 
complete stable of static scanning capabilities. We are also identifying the suitability of each 
scanner for each of our project types (i.e. Horizontal vs. Vertical, Underground vs. Above-
Ground, etc) and standardizing our equipment for each application. We are also evaluating 
combination Total Station/Scanners such as the Leica MS60 for high-precision scanning and to 
more thoroughly integrate our scanning services with large, complex projects involving various 
survey company’s. As the size and complexity of our public and airport projects increase, we 
have discussed exploring mobile scanning as an interesting avenue to capture large-volume 
datasets. 
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Find and Test Other Automation Tools 

As we look for ways to improve our workflow we will turn to Automation whenever possible. We 
have already begun testing other tools, and believe that the right tool can take our process to 
the next level, facilitating overnight comparisons of multiple BIM models with large data sets.  

Spreading the Word 

Our philosophy is that our only competition is the non-use of this technology, so we intend to 
make every effort to engage the construction industry and teach, train, promote, and execute 
HDS-to-Results workflows. We want to increase access to quality, functional and cost-effective 
scanning services by qualified professionals who know how to extract valuable answers from 
data. 

 

SECTION 6: Closing Remarks 

When pioneering new technology applications there will be a lot of “non-believers” in your 
vision. This is usually due to a lack of understanding or education in the software and hardware 
that falls within your expertise. If at first your idea is not well received, consider who your 
audience is as they may not be the appropriate individual to promote your idea to. Start small, 
surround yourself with the right team, test your theory, then find a pilot project for your proof of 
concept and work day and night to make it happen. Don’t claim that it will be perfect, because it 
will be far from perfect, and approach it as a collaborative experience where if it is successful, 
all parties win and push mankind and our industry further.  

Let’s stand together and change our world, the AECO Industry. Challenge the status quo, push 
the limits of technology, and share it with everyone.  

“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much.” – Helen Keller 
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